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The Radar Echo Telescope for Cosmic Rays (RET-CR) is a pathfinder experiment for the Radar
Echo Telescope for Neutrinos (RET-N), a next-generation in-ice detection experiment for ultra
high energy neutrinos. RET-CR will serve as the testbed for the radar echo method to probe
high-energy particle cascades in nature, whereby a transmitted radio signal is reflected from the
ionization left in its wake. This method, recently validated at SLAC experiment T576, shows
promising preliminary sensitivity to neutrino-induced cascades above the energy range of optical
detectors like IceCube. RET-CR intends to use an in-nature test beam: the dense, in-ice cascade
produced when the air shower of an ultra high energy cosmic ray impacts a high-elevation ice
sheet. This in-ice cascade, orders of magnitude more dense than the in-air shower that preceded
it, is similar in profile and density to the expected cascade from a neutrino-induced cascade deep
in the ice. RET-CR will be triggered using surface scintillator technology and will be used to
develop, test, and deploy the hardware, firmware, and software needed for the eventual RET-N.
We present the strategy, status, and design sensitivity of RET-CR, and discuss its application to
eventual neutrino detection.
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1. Introduction

Detection of the low flux of neutrinos at energies beyond 1016 eV requires technologies that
can cover large detection volumes with a minimum of apparatus [1–7]. In this article, we will
discuss a pathfinder experiment that uses the radar echo method, a radio-based technique that may
compliment existing strategies and help to extend the energy range of detected neutrinos up beyond
10 PeV.

The radar echo method was first put forward as a candidate detection strategy for ultra high
energy (UHE) particles in the early 1940s, when it was first proposed to explain anomalous radio
echoes from the upper atmosphere [8]. It was theorized that these echoes could be from radar
reflecting from the charged tracks left behind as a cosmic ray produces a cascade in the atmosphere.
It turns out that these particular echoes were actually caused by meteors, but the idea took hold,
and multiple experimental efforts to date have searched for radar reflections from UHE cosmic
rays [9–12].

These efforts have not made a detection, primarily because the in-air ionization densities are
too low, the free electron lifetime is too short, and the rate of collisions between free electrons and
the neutral atoms in the air is too high. All together, it makes it so that in-air detection via radar
echo is not feasible.

Detection in the ice, however, is a different situation. A UHE neutrino interacting in the ice
would produce a similar cascade to those in air, but 1000 times shorter and more dense, owing to
the increased relative density of ice to air. This increased ionization density makes the cascade
detectable, and has renewed interest in the radar echo method. The technique has been recently
validated in the lab [13], and in this proceeding we describe the next stepping stone toward a full
scale neutrino detector.

When a UHE cosmic ray interacts in the atmosphere it produces a cascade and subsequent
cloud of ionization [14, 15]. This in-air cloud is not detectable via radar, as above. However, if the
elevation of the ground is high, a significant fraction of the primary energy will hit the ground. If
that ground is a radio-transparent medium like ice, then the dense in-ice cascade from the cosmic ray
air shower may be detectable via radar echo. It is this in-ice cascade that we aim for with the Radar
Echo Telescope for Cosmic Rays (RET-CR), where the radar echo method will be tested in nature
with a natural source. Such high-elevation ice sheets can be found in the Arctic and Antarctic, with
some in the latter rising to over 3 km, sufficiently high for &10% of the primary energy to reach the
surface (for primary energies greater than 10 PeV and zenith angles below roughly 30 degrees).

2. Experimental Concept

The experimental concept is shown in Figure 1. The charged particles from the in-air component
of the cosmic ray air shower will trigger a surface system, telling the radar data acquisition system
to capture an event. The in-ice radar system will run continuously, and will be a testbed for a variety
of radar-based triggers for an eventual neutrino detector.

The surface system is comprised of an array of detectors with scintillator panels and radio
antennas to detect the in-air portion of the cosmic ray cascade, based on the detectors from the
CODALEMA experiment [16, 17]. Virtually every cascade with a primary energy above 16.5 PeV
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Figure 1: The RET-CR concept. A surface detector triggers on the charged in-air cascade particles as they
reach the surface. The energy of this in-air cascade is deposited into the ice, where a denser in-ice cascade is
produced. Radio is broadcast from the transmitter (TX) and reflected from the in-ice cascade to the embedded
receiver (RX).

will trigger the surface system, initiating a radar readout. Information from this surface system
about cascade location and zenith will assist in training radar reconstruction algorithms.

The in-ice radar system will consist of an 8 antenna phased transmitter, and 8 receivers as
shown in Figure 8 of Ref. [18]. The receivers and transmitters will have azimuthal symmetry, with
a high-gain region just below the surface of the ice, where we expect the cascades to occur after the
UHE cosmic ray cascade has crossed the air/ice boundary. At the heart of the transmitter and data
acquisition system will be a Xilinx RF Solution on Chip (RFSoC), with integrated FPGA, CPU, 8
channel analog-to-digital conversion and 8 channel digital-to-analog conversion.

The system will run autonomously on solar power, and have communications capabilities for
remote commanding and telemetry. Local storage will provide for data capture. The instrument
will operate during the austral summer, with Taylor Dome, Antarctica, being our primary location
at time of writing.

3. Simulation

The experiment has been simulated in detail [18] using a 3-part simulation chain involving
Corsika [19], GEANT4[20], and RadioScatter [21, 22]. Primary cosmic rays were simulated at a
variety of energies and zenith angles. The in-ice cascade from a subset of these energies and angles
(due to computational requirements, not all cascades could be simulated) in order to generate a
distribution of the deposited energy For further details of this simulation chain, please see Ref. [18]
and our other proceeding from this conference, “Simulation and Optimisation for the Radar Echo
Telescope for Cosmic Rays".
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4. Event Rate

The expected event rate for cosmic rays with energies above 1017 eV is roughly 1 per day, as
shown in Figure 2. We hope to detect a number of cosmic rays at a variety of energies, positions,
and arrival angles, in order to study the radar echo signal and train our trigger techniques.

The radar signal itself has many interesting properties that may be probed to achieve useful
angular and energy resolution. For details on the signal properties of the radar echo signal, please
see another proceeding from this conference, “Investigating signal properties of UHE particles
using in-ice radar for the RET experiment".

Figure 2: The integrated daily event rate for RET-CR. Each bin represents the total number of events per
day at that bin’s energy and above, for the indicated SNR.

5. Conclusion

The Radar Echo Telescope for Cosmic Rays is a pathfinder experiment to test the radar echo
method of high-energy particle detection in nature. A deployment to the polar regionswill culminate
in the detection of in-ice cascades produced by UHE cosmic ray cascades after they cross the air/ice
boundary. The trigger routines and signal properties studied with RET-CR will be used for our
eventual neutrino telescope, the Radar Echo Telescope for Neutrinos (RET-N).
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